Run Title: Stock 2012 Harley Davidson Electra Glide Classic
Run Notes: Stock Baseline run. 94696 miles. 3\textsuperscript{rd} gear run.
Run Date: 7/11/2017 7:36:01 AM
Stock.001: 84.40 °F 29.04 in-Hg Humidity: 43 % SAE: 1.04

Run Title: K\&N 2012 Harley Davidson Electra Glide Classic
Run Notes: K\&N intake kit #RK3952 installed. 94696 miles. 3\textsuperscript{rd} gear run.
Run Date: 7/11/2017 8:58:51 AM
K\&N.002: 84.96 °F 29.03 in-Hg Humidity: 42 % SAE: 1.04

Horsepower gains based on specific or similar vehicle dynamometer test. Results will vary. For more information, lookup vehicle and/or testing protocols at KNFilters.com